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Key Points:7

• The upper tail of flood peaks in the US is examined through analyses of the “up-8

per tail ratio”, the peak discharge for the flood of record divided by the sample9

10-year flood, for annual flood peak observations from more than 8000 USGS stream10

gaging stations.11

• The distribution of the upper tail ratio does not depend on drainage area, pro-12

vided that sample size is accounted for, supporting a GEV-based scaling theory13

in which the upper tail ratio depends only on sample size and the GEV shape pa-14

rameter.15

• Record floods in June 1903, July 1956 and July 1965 in the Blue Mountains of Ore-16

gon reflect two of the most important aspects of strange floods in the US: they17

are located in and adjacent to mountainous terrain and intense thunderstorms are18

the principal agents of extreme rainfall.19

• A fundamental distinction between record floods in the US and the broader pop-20

ulation of annual flood peaks is in their seasonal distribution; for record floods,21

there is a striking shift towards warm season flooding and an increase in occur-22

rence probability during the tropical cyclone season.23
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Abstract24

We examine the upper tail of flood peak distributions through analyses of annual peak25

observations from more than 8000 USGS stream gaging stations and through hydrom-26

eteorological analyses of the storms that produce the most extreme floods. We focus on27

the distribution of the “upper tail ratio”, which is defined as the peak discharge for the28

flood of record at a stream gaging station divided by the sample 10-year flood magni-29

tude. The 14 June 1903 Heppner storm, which produced an upper tail ratio of 200, was30

the product of a hailstorm that formed along the Blue Mountains in eastern Oregon, a31

region dominated by snowmelt flooding. A striking contrast between record flood peaks32

and the larger distribution of annual flood peaks in the US is in the seasonality of flood33

occurrence, with record floods reflecting a much stronger contribution from warm sea-34

son thunderstorm systems. Mountainous terrain and intense convective rainfall are im-35

portant elements of the geography and hydrometeorology of extreme upper tail ratio flood36

peaks. The distribution of upper tail ratio values for USGS stream gaging stations does37

not depend on basin area, a result which is consistent with scaling results based on ex-38

treme value theory. Downscaling simulations with the Weather Research and Forecast-39

ing model are used to examine the storm environment of the 1903 Heppner storm, along40

with two other record flood peaks near the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon from the41

USGS “miscellaneous” flood record, the July 1956 Meyers Canyon flood and the July42

1965 Lane Canyon flood.43

1 Introduction44

The strangest flood in the systematic stream gaging record of the US Geological45

Survey (USGS) is arguably the 14 June 1903 Heppner flood in eastern Oregon (Figure46

1; [Whistler , 1903] and [Byrd , 2009]). The June 1903 flood peak in Balm Fork (Figure47

1) is more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than the 10-year flood peak at the USGS48

stream gaging station for Balm Fork. The downstream flood peak in Willow Creek at49

Heppner (Figure 1) is 80 times larger than the 10-year flood for the Willow Creek stream50

gaging station. The 14 June 1903 Heppner flood, which resulted in more than 250 fa-51

talities, was the product of a hailstorm that formed along the north slope of the Blue52

Mountains of Oregon ([Whistler , 1903]). There are no flood peaks in the systematic stream53

gaging record of the Blue Mountains region that are comparable to the June 1903 Hep-54

pner flood, but there are two “miscellaneous” flood events that have even more extreme55

estimated flood peaks than the Heppner flood. The July 1956 Meyers Canyon flood ([Hen-56

dricks, 1964], [Cooper , 2006], [Levish and Ostenaa, 1996] and [Costa, 1987a]) and the57

July 1965 Lane Canyon flood ([Rostvedt , 1970], [Cooper , 2006] and [Costa, 1987a]) con-58

trol the US envelope curve ([Costa, 1987a]) and the world envelope curve ([Herschy , 2003]59

and [Costa, 1987b]) for basin scales between 10 and 40 km2. In a report on flood fre-60

quency for eastern Oregon, Cooper [2006] notes that annual peaks for USGS stream gag-61

ing stations in eastern Oregon occurred most frequently in spring and resulted from snowmelt.62

The largest unit discharge flood peaks are “all due to thunderstorms, [but] thunderstorms63

are essentially unrepresented in the systematic record” ([Cooper , 2006]).64

We will use the upper tail ratio, which is defined as the peak discharge for the flood65

of record at a gaging station divided by the sample 10-year flood magnitude, to exam-66

ine upper tail properties of floods in the US. The 10-year flood is a commonly used thresh-67

old to distinguish properties of the upper tail of flood distributions (see, for example, [O’Connor68

and Costa, 2004a] and [Villarini et al., 2011]). In this paper, we will examine strange69

floods through analyses of USGS flood records from more than 8000 stream gaging sta-70

tions and through more detailed analyses of the most extreme floods and the storms that71

produce them.72

One of the key notions behind strange floods, as defined by large upper tail ratios73

at stream gaging stations, is that annual flood peak observations for a drainage basin74
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may reflect mixtures of different populations of flood agents (see, for example, [Rossi et al.,75

1984], [Hirschboeck , 1987], [Hirschboeck , 1988] and [Smith et al., 2011a]), like the snowmelt76

and thunderstorm floods in eastern Oregon (for similar examples of flood mixutres in77

Switzerland, see [Fundel and Zappa, 2011]). We use the eastern Oregon floods to illus-78

trate the nature of strange floods for which the flood-generating mechanism (orographic79

thunderstorms) is rare and contrasts markedly with the common flood-generating mech-80

anism (snowmelt). We will show that strange floods can also arise from unprecedented81

extremes in rainfall for the dominant flood-generating mechanism in a region, as is the82

case for a collection of record floods in the High Plains and along the Front Range of the83

Rocky Mountains. Mixtures of flood generating mechanisms can be examined through84

analyses of the seasonality of flood peaks (see [Villarini , 2016] for a recent discussion of85

seasonality of US flood records). We will show that there is a striking contrast between86

the seasonality of record flood peaks at USGS stations and the larger record of annual87

flood peaks from USGS stream gaging stations. The contrast grows even sharper as we88

restrict attention to record floods with large upper tail ratio values.89

The notion of strange floods is also tied to mountainous terrain. Orographic thun-90

derstorms are agents of strange floods in eastern Oregon and in many other settings around91

the US ([Costa, 1987a]) and the world (see, for example [Herschy , 2003] and [Ducrocq92

et al., 2008]). On the extreme end of terrain, Jarrett concluded that 2300 meters is the93

upper limit for the occurrence of extreme floods in the Front Range of the Rocky Moun-94

tains ([Jarrett and Costa, 1988] and [Jarrett and Tomlinson, 2000]; see also Mahoney et al.95

[2012] for hydrometeorological discussion). Spatial heterogeneity of flood peaks and scal-96

ing of flood peaks with drainage area are central topics for characterization of upper tail97

properties of floods. The literature on flood regionalization and flood peak scaling (see,98

for example, [Hosking and Wallis, 1997], [Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1997], [Robinson and99

Sivapalan, 1997], [Nguyen et al., 2013] and [Ayalew et al., 2014]) provides important back-100

ground for the examination of strange floods.101

Hailstorms have been discounted as heavy rainfall producers based on arguments102

revolving around low precipitation efficiency and rapid storm motion. Cotton et al. [2010]103

note that “storms producing the largest hailstones occur in strongly sheared environments;104

thus, in general, we should not expect that the storm systems producing the largest hail-105

stones are also heavy rain producing storms” (see also [Hamada et al., 2015], and [Zipser106

et al., 2006]). Doswell et al. [1996] and Smith et al. [2001] take a different perspective,107

pointing to the most intense thunderstorms as underappreciated agents of extreme flood-108

ing (see also [Rogash and Racy , 2002], [Hitchens and Brooks, 2013], [Nielsen et al., 2015],109

[Bunkers and Doswell , 2016], [Llasat et al., 2016] and [Nielsen and Schumacher , 2018]).110

The 1903, 1956 and 1965 floods in eastern Oregon seem strange partly because we111

have relatively little insight to the storms that produced them. We utilize downscaling112

simulations from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to reconstruct113

the environment of the Heppner, Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon storms and to ex-114

amine aspects of the structure and evolution of the storms. We have used downscaling115

simulations to examine the hydrometeorology of the 1927 flooding in the Lower Missis-116

sippi River ([Smith and Baeck , 2015]) and the 18-19 July 1942 Smethport, Pennsylva-117

nia storm that produced world record rainfall at 4-5 hour time scale ([Smith et al., 2011b];118

see [Michaelis and Lackmann, 2013] for similar analyses).119

Measurement error is an important element of flood frequency analysis, especially120

for the upper tail of flood distributions (see, for example, [Potter and Walker , 1981] and121

[Costa and Jarrett , 2008]). The Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon flood peak estimates122

have generated considerable controversy ([Costa and Jarrett , 2008] and [Levish and Os-123

tenaa, 1996]) and reflect the important role that measurement error plays in examining124

the nature of the upper tail of flood peak distributions.125
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There are 16 flood events, including the June 1903 Heppner flood, that produced126

upper tail ratios larger than 20. These provide a catalog of events (Table 1) that we use127

to examine upper tail properties of floods in the US. Not surprisingly, this catalog in-128

cludes some of the most devastating floods in US history. Analyses of these events aug-129

ment and expand analyses based on the entire USGS flood peak record, especially through130

insights concerning the role of thunderstorms and mountainous terrain in determining131

upper tail properties of flood peaks.132

We introduce a statistical framework based on the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)133

distribution to ground our analyses of the upper tail ratio. The GEV has been widely134

used for flood frequency analysis (see [Katz et al., 2002]), based on arguments from ex-135

treme value theory and the representation of the annual maximum flood peak as the max-136

imum of a number of flood peaks over the course of a year. The GEV framework that137

we develop yields a scaling theory for record floods in which the upper tail ratio does not138

depend on drainage area. Analyses of upper tail ratios provide insights to upper tail thick-139

ness and, more generally, the nature of the upper tail of flood peaks. Robert Horton, along140

with many of his contemporaries, was convinced that rainfall and floods were bounded,141

writing “It is not difficult to show from sound meteorological reasoning, and aside from142

any statistical proof, that there is a natural limitation to rain intensity for any given du-143

ration” (letter to F. E. Schmidt, Associate Editor for Engineering News Record; 18 Novem-144

ber 1927). We use the upper tail ratio to examine whether bounded flood distributions145

or unbounded thick-tailed distributions are more consistent with the USGS annual peak146

record. The literature on envelope curves and record floods (see, for example, [Enzel et al.,147

1993], [Vogel et al., 2001], [Douglas and Vogel , 2006], [Gaume et al., 2009] and [Halbert148

et al., 2016] ) provides important background for these analyses. Zorzetto et al. [2016]149

develop ideas for characterizing the upper tail of hydrologic extremes in which extremes150

are represented as emergent properties of more common events.151

Quantifying the upper tail of flood magnitudes is critical for flood hazard assess-152

ment, making strange floods a topic of significant practical importance. Many of these153

destructive, strange floods led to construction of flood control dams and levees to reduce154

loss of life and catastrophic damages. Our analyses are designed to advance the under-155

standing of extreme floods and point to new methods for characterizing the upper tail156

of flood distributions. The US is an important study region both for the societal impor-157

tance of flood hazards and due to the exceptional observational resources provided by158

the USGS stream gaging record. Our analyses, however, are designed to provide general159

insights on extreme flooding and to provide results that can be usefully compared to ex-160

treme flooding around the world (see, for example, [Hosking et al., 1985], [Costa, 1987b],161

[Delrieu et al., 2005], [Gaume et al., 2009], [Parajka et al., 2010], [Li et al., 2013], [Nguyen162

et al., 2013], [Salinas et al., 2014], [Smith et al., 2015], [Llasat et al., 2016] and [Yang et al.,163

2017]).164

The objective of this paper is to characterize the “nature” of the upper tail of flood165

peak distributions in the conterminous US. To address this objective, we will focus on166

the following questions: 1) What are the flood-generating mechanisms that control the167

upper tail of flood distributions in the US? 2) What is the relationship between strange168

floods and the convective intensity of flood-producing storms? 3) What are character-169

istic features of watersheds with the largest upper tail ratios in the US? 4) Are strange170

floods produced by strange storms or by extremes of more common storms? 5) How do171

upper tail ratio values scale with drainage area and what are the implications for assess-172

ing distributional properties of the upper tail of flood peak distributions? 6) Why does173

eastern Oregon have the strangest floods in the US?174
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2 Data and Methods175

We use USGS stream gaging records, and especially the annual maximum flood peak176

record (see [Ryberg et al., 2017] for a recent description), to examine strange floods in177

the conterminous US (i.e., we exclude Hawaii, Alaska and Puerto Rico). Measurements178

of many extreme floods are made by “indirect discharge” methods, involving field mea-179

surements of peak water surface profiles and channel cross-sections, combined with hy-180

draulic computations ([Costa and Jarrett , 2008] and [Koenig et al., 2016]). Indirect mea-181

surements are made for floods at stream gaging sites when the gage is destroyed or fails182

to operate properly. They are also made at “miscellaneous” sites, i.e. sites that do not183

have stream gaging stations, typically for the most extreme floods. The envelope curve184

of flood peaks for the US is controlled by indirect discharge measurements from miscel-185

laneous sites ([Costa, 1987a]). Estimates of the July 1956 Meyers Canyon and July 1965186

Lane Canyon flood peaks in eastern Oregon, which are based on indirect discharge meth-187

ods at miscellaneous sites, have generated considerable controversy (as discussed in Sec-188

tion 4).189

The sample of flood peak observations consists of annual maximum instantaneous190

discharge from USGS stream gaging stations. For a single stream gaging station, let X1, ..., Xn191

denote the sample of annual flood peaks and X(1) < X(2) < ... < X(n) denote192

the order statistics of the annual peak record with n years of observations. With this no-193

tation X(n) is the flood of record. For stations that satisfy the stationarity assumption194

we can represent the flood peak distribution at a site by the cumulative distribution func-195

tion196

F (x) = P{Xi ≤ x} , x > 0 (1)

An alternative representation is through the quantile function:197

Q(p) = F−1(p) , p ∈ [0, 1] (2)

The GEV distribution has been widely used for hydrologic extremes, based on both198

theoretical and practical considerations ([El Adlouni et al., 2007], [Martins and Stedinger ,199

2000], [Villarini and Smith, 2010] and [Smith et al., 2015]). From a theoretical perspec-200

tive, the GEV represents a limiting distribution that results from the operation of tak-201

ing the maxima of independent and identically distributed (IID) or weakly dependent202

random variables (Leadbetter et al. 1982). The quantile function of the GEV takes the203

form:204

Q(p) = µ − σ { (1 − [−ln(p)]−ξ )

ξ
} , ξ 6= 0 (3)

= µ − σ ln{−ln(p)} , ξ = 0 (4)

where µ ∈ (−∞,+∞) is the location parameter, σ ∈ (0,+∞) is the scale parameter,205

and ξ ∈ (−∞,+∞) is the shape parameter. For ξ > 0, the distribution is unbounded206

above. For ξ < 0, the distribution is bounded above with an upper bound of µ−σ/ξ.207

The Gumbel distribution is the special case for ξ = 0 and corresponds to unbounded,208

but “thin” upper tails. The GEV provides a useful tool for examining tail properties of209

flood peak distributions. We will use the shape parameter ξ as an index of tail proper-210

ties (see, for example, [Morrison and Smith, 2002]).211

We examine the stationarity of annual maximum peak discharge data using the Mann-212

Kendall test (see [Helsel and Hirsch, 1993]). The test has been widely used for hydro-213

logic time series, including annual peak records (see, for example, [Villarini et al., 2009]).214
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Other methods, including change point analyses, can be used to identify the nature and215

timing of nonstationarities (see, for example, [Villarini et al., 2009] and [Helsel and Hirsch,216

1993]). In this study, we will focus on the presence or absence of nonstationarities in a217

flood record and restrict analyses to those based on the Mann-Kendall test.218

We estimated the GEV parameters for stationary annual peak records (5546 USGS219

stations) using the maximum likelihood method (see [Coles, 2001]). The estimated lo-220

cation and scale paramters {µ̂i , σ̂i} are linearly related (correlation of 0.91), with µ̂ =221

c× σ̂ and c approximately equal to 2. The estimated location and scale parameters also222

have significant correlation with drainage area (0.57 for both). The estimated shape pa-223

rameters {ξ̂i} are independent of the estimated location and scale parameters and drainage224

area. We examined dependence of the estimated shape parameter on a range of other225

covariates contained in the USGS Gages-II data base ([Falcone et al., 2010]) and found226

no significant results.227

The upper tail ratio, Z, is the ratio of the flood of record to the sample 10-year flood,228

i.e.229

Z =
X(n)

Q̂(.9)
(5)

where Q̂(.9) is computed in the standard way as a linear combination of the order statis-230

tics X(j) and X(j+1), with j
n+1 < 0.9 ≤ j+1

n+1 . We will use the upper tail ratio as a231

principal tool for examining the upper tail of all USGS flood records. For nonstation-232

ary records, Q̂(.9) can not be interpreted as a 10-year flood for any particular time pe-233

riod, but provides an aggregate characterization of the 1 in 10 probability of occurrence234

over the changing flood regimes represented in a particular record of a stream gaging sta-235

tion. Of particular importance for our analyses will be stations for which extreme floods236

provided the stimulus for river regulation, stream gaging or both.237

The upper tail ratio provides a nonparametric approach to analyze the upper tail238

of flood peak distribuitons. Parametric assumptions on the parent flood peak distribuitons239

from extreme value theory provide guidance on the distribution of the upper tail ratio240

for stationary flood records. Under the assumptions that: 1) the parent flood peak dis-241

tribution for a stream gaging station has a GEV distribution and the shape parameter242

is linearly related to the location parameter, with µ = c σ (see discussion above) and243

2) the sample 10-year flood is close to the theoretical 10-year flood, then the upper tail244

ratio has a GEV distribution that depends only on the shape parameter and sample size245

(details are provided in the Appendix). This result provides a characterization of the con-246

trol of the shape parameter and sample size on upper tail properties of the GEV distri-247

bution (see [Koutsoyiannis, 1999] for related scaling analyses of extreme precipitation).248

Under the assumption that the GEV provides a good representation of annual flood peaks,249

the result shows that upper tail ratio and the shape parameter of the GEV are intricately250

linked. Because the shape parameter does not depend on basin scale, it follows that the251

same holds for the upper tail ratio.252

The form of the GEV distribution for Z does not depend on the selection of the253

10-year flood as the normalizing variable. The same form of the distribution (Equation254

A.3 in the Appendix) holds for any quantile Q(p), with 0.9 replaced by the new value255

of p (Equation A.4 in the Appendix). More generally, we could define Z as the ratio of256

the record flood to the sample T-year flood for values of T different from 10 years. Se-257

lecting shorter return intervals could provide sample T-year floods with lower variabil-258

ity, but at the cost of reduced relevance to the upper tail of flood distributions. Our se-259

lection of the 10-year flood is motivated in part by DuMouchel’s admonition to “let the260

tails speak for themselves” ([DuMouchel , 1983]).261
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3 Strange Floods - The USGS Stream Gaging Record262

3.1 Upper Tail Ratio for USGS Stream Gaging Stations263

We examine the estimated upper tail ratio for 8911 stream gaging stations that are264

included in the USGS GAGES-II data set ([Falcone et al., 2010]). For each stream gag-265

ing station we have a vector of covariates which includes the number of annual peak ob-266

servations ni, drainage area Ai, the time Ti ∈ [0, 1] of the record flood (with time 0 de-267

noting the beginning of the day on January 1 and time 1 denoting the end of the day268

on December 31), the mean annual precipitation, mean basin elevation and a wide range269

of land use / land cover and basin morphology variables taken from the Gages II data270

set. We principally use time Ti to assess seasonality of flood occurrences. Synoptic anal-271

yses of USGS flood records have assessed flood frequency for the US from diverse per-272

spectives (see, for example, [Patton and Baker , 1976], [Michaud et al., 2001], [O’Connor273

and Costa, 2004a], [O’Connor and Costa, 2004b], [O’Connor et al., 2002], [Costa, 1987a],274

[Costa, 1987b], and [Smith and Smith, 2015]).275

The locations of flood peaks with upper tail ratios greater than 5, 10 and 20 are276

concentrated in diverse regions across the US (Figure 2), but the largest upper tail ra-277

tio floods are found in the western US (Table 1 and Figure 2). The spatial distribution278

of large upper tail ratio flood peaks reflects many of the features identified by O’Connor279

and Costa [2004a] in their examination of large unit discharge flood peaks. Analyses based280

on unit discharge flood peaks place a stronger spotlight on somewhat different regions281

(notably Texas and the Central Appalachians; see [O’Connor and Costa, 2004a]) than282

analyses based on upper tail ratio (see additional discussion below).283

An important distributional property of the upper tail ratio is the dependence on284

record length (Figure 3). The median and .95 quantile values of upper tail ratio for the285

second decile (annual peak records of 14 - 22 years) are 1.42 and 3.94. For the ninth decile286

(75 - 86 years of annual peak records) the median and .95 quantile values are 2.13 and287

6.37. Dependence of upper tail ratio on sample size is most pronounced for stations in288

the lower half of the distribution of sample size. For the upper half, i.e. stations with289

more than 46 years of record, there is only a modest change in the distribution of up-290

per tail ratio with increasing record length.291

The GEV scaling theory for upper tail ratio implies that the distribution of upper292

tail ratio values should depend on the GEV shape parameter, in addition to sample size.293

This is supported by analyses based on estimated values of the GEV shape parameter294

(Figure 4). For the analyses in Figure 4 we use stations with sample size greater than295

46 (the median value of sample size) to focus on the dependence of upper tail ratio on296

the shape parameter and to mitigate the impacts of samping variability for estimators297

of the shape parameter. Median, interquartile range and maximum values of upper tail298

ratio increase systematically with deciles of estimated shape parameter. Variability of299

upper tail ratio values increases sharply for the two largest deciles of estimated GEV shape300

parameters (the lower bound of the estimated shape paramter for the 9th decile is 0.5)301

which is consistent with prior studies of varaibility of maximum likelihood estimators302

of the shape parameter (see [Morrison and Smith, 2002]).303

For the entire sample of 8,911 stream gaging stations, the distribution of upper tail304

ratio magnitudes increases with basin scale, as represented by drainage area, Ai (Fig-305

ure 5 top). This result appears to be at odds with the GEV scaling theory for which the306

distribution of upper tail ratio depends only on the shape parameter and sample size.307

As noted in the previous section, the estimated shape parameter for stationary flood records308

does not depend on drainage area, or any other basin characteristic. There is, however,309

a modest positive correlation between basin area and sample size (figure not shown), which310

is sufficient to skew the distribution of upper tail ratio. If we restrict consideration to311

stations with more than 46 years of record (the median value of record length), the de-312
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pendence of upper tail ratio on basin area disappears (Figure 5 bottom). The distribu-313

tion of upper tail ratio magnitudes is uniform across the range of basin scales, consis-314

tent with the GEV scaling theory.315

Record floods, and especially the most extreme record floods, are concentrated dur-316

ing the peak of warm season convection (Figure 6). The distribution of record flood peaks317

has a maximum around mid-June, with a secondary maximum around the beginning of318

September, corresponding to the peak of extreme flooding in the eastern US from land-319

falling tropical cyclones. The distribution sharpens when we restrict consideration to sta-320

tions with upper tail ratio greater than 5, with the summer maximum becoming more321

prominent. The tropical cyclone peak shifts earlier in the season, due largely to a hand-322

full of hurricanes (Diane in August of 1955, Alberto in July of 1994 and Agnes in June323

of 1972), which have a disproportionate impact on the seasonal distribution of upper tail324

ratios greater than 5.325

The contrasts in seasonal distribution of record floods and record floods with up-326

per tail ratio greater than 5 are small, compared with the broad seasonal distribution327

of annual flood peaks at USGS stream gaging stations (Figure 6), which has winter/spring328

and summer maxima and a diminished contribution from tropical cyclones. The seasonal329

distribution of extreme floods becomes even more skewed towards warm season convec-330

tion and tropical cyclones when attention is restricted to small watersheds (less than 200331

km2 in drainage area; figure not shown).332

We also examine strange floods through the record flood seasonality, Si, which char-333

acterizes the seasonal anomaly of the record flood for station i:334

Si = f̂i(Ti) (6)

where f̂i(x), x ∈ [0, 1], is the sample probability density function of the time of occur-335

rence of flood peaks in basin i. We compute Si as the sample probability density func-336

tion of the seasonal occurrence of annual flood peaks at station i, evaluated at the time337

of occurrence Ti of the flood of record. We estimate the seasonal probability density func-338

tion using the R Kernel Density Estimator ([Venables and Ripley , 2002]). If the times339

of occurrence are uniformly distributed over the year, the function fi(x) takes the value340

1. Values of Si less than 1 indicate record floods that have anomalous components of sea-341

sonality. Values that are significantly greater than 1 indicate record floods that are pro-342

duced by common flood generating mechanisms. Record flood seasonality between sta-343

tions with upper tail index greater than 5 versus those with upper tail index less than344

5 differ only on the high end of record flood seasonality. For upper tail index less than345

5, the median value of Si is 1.43, compared with 1.46 for upper tail index greater than346

5. The .95 quantile of record flood seasonality is 7.83 for upper tail index less than 5 and347

4.93 for upper tail index greater than 5, indicating a larger percentage of basins with very348

strong seasonality for upper tail index less than 5. These results reflect the prominence349

of winter/spring flood peaks, including record floods, for many stream gaging stations350

in the eastern US.351

Arid and semi-arid regions have upper tail ratios that are somewhat larger than352

those in more humid regions (Figure 7). Upper tail ratios for the lowest two deciles of353

mean annual basin precipitation are systematically larger than those for basins with greater354

precipitation. The upper bound of the second decile of precipitation is approximately355

650 mm. There is relatively little variation in the distribution of upper tail ratio with356

precipitation for the upper 8 deciles. As highlighted in Figures 2 and 7, arid/semi-arid357

regions play an important role in controlling the extremes of upper tail ratio.358

Jarrett’s conjecture ([Jarrett and Costa, 1988] and [Jarrett and Tomlinson, 2000])359

that 2300 meters elevation marks a significant break in extreme flood records is supported360
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by analyses of the upper tail ratio for the entire USGS annual peak record (Figure 8).361

There is a pronouced decrease in median, interquartile range and extremes of upper tail362

ratio for the last decile of basin elevations, which has a lower bound at 2300 meters. The363

sharp decrease in upper tail ratio basins with elevations greater than 2300 meters is paired364

with a general increase in upper tail ratio for deciles 6 - 9 (elevations ranging from ap-365

proximately 395 meters to 2300 meters). This feature reflects the role of orographic pre-366

cipitation mechanisms in amplifying flood peak extremes.367

For more than a century there has been debate over the impact of forests on floods368

(see, for example, [Jones and Grant , 1996]). There is little evidence of forest cover im-369

pacts on upper tail ratio (Figure 9), suggesting that forest cover does not have a major370

impact on the most extreme floods. This result is consistent with previous studies show-371

ing that the impacts of forest cover on flooding diminishes in the upper tail of flood events372

([Wood et al., 1990]). These studies point to the relative importance of soil moisture de-373

creasing as return interval (and storm total rainfall accumulations) becomes large. There374

are caveats to the inferences concerning forests and floods. The Gages II forest cover data375

represent current conditions and do not capture changes over time in forest cover. There376

may also be impacts on more common floods that are not present for the most extreme377

events. For the smallest decile of forest cover, which includes urbanized watersheds and378

arid watersheds, there is an elevated distribution of upper tail ratio.379

Upper tail ratio decreases as impervious fraction increases, implying that increases380

in urbanization result in lower values of upper tail ratio. This result is consistent with381

increases in frequency of flooding (which leads to elevated values of 10-year flood) and382

capacity constraints on peak flood magnitude imposed by the urban drainage network383

([Smith and Smith, 2015]). Capacity constraints in urban watersheds result from design384

of components of the urban drainage network, including pipe capacities in the storm drain385

network and bridge culverts. The decreases in upper tail ratio with impervious fraction386

do not reflect the nature of flood hazards, which increase in urban regions due to the vul-387

nerability of large flood-impacted populations (see [DiBaldassarre et al., 2013] for dis-388

cussion and review of human-flood interactions).389

The pronounced nonstationarities in flood records of the US (see, for example, [Milly390

et al., 2008], [Villarini et al., 2009], [Hirsch and Archfield , 2015] and [Mallakpour and391

Villarini , 2015]) do not translate into large differences in upper tail ratio. We examine392

the distributions of upper tail ratio for stations that pass the Mann-Kendall test for sta-393

tionarity and those that do not. The median value for the nonstationary stations, 1.99,394

is only slightly larger than the median value for stationary stations, 1.88. There are sim-395

ilarly modest changes for interquartile range and extremes. River regulation by dams396

is an important element of nonstationarities in flood records. There is a link between large397

upper tail ratio floods and dam building, as we illustrate in the following section. The398

occurrence of a large flood in a particular drainage basin marks that watershed as a tar-399

get for flood control, especially if there is extensive loss of life or damage from the flood.400

The sample properties of upper tail ratio for USGS stream gaging stations are most401

consistent with a GEV world in which the shape parameter is positive (Figures 10 and402

11) implying unbounded, thick-tailed flood distributions. In Figure 10 we illustrate the403

dependence of the distribution of upper tail ratio on record length for GEV distributions404

with shape parameters of 0.25 (unbounded and thick-tailed), 0 (Gumbel) and -0.25 (bounded),405

with sample sizes taken from the 8911 USGS stations. The bounded case produces up-406

per tail ratios that are too small at all quantiles and the extremes in the Gumbel case407

are too small. Only the unbounded, thick-tailed case can produce the extremes that are408

present in the USGS upper tail ratio samples. In Figure 11 we show the distribution of409

upper tail ratio for 8000 simulated flood records of length 60 years with shape param-410

eter ranging from -0.5 to 0.5. Again we conclude that bounded and Gumbel distribu-411

tions are not consistent with the large upper tail ratios for USGS gaging stations. Large412

upper tail ratios in the GEV world are tied to unbounded thick-tailed distributions. We413
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have also explored mixtures of GEV families and come to a similar conclusion (figures414

not shown). These results, along with relationships between estimated GEV shape pa-415

rameters and upper tail ratio (Figure 4), point to thick-tailed distributions as a key el-416

ement of large upper tail ratio flood records. Future studies will examine these issues in417

more detail.418

3.2 The Largest Upper Tail Ratio Floods in the US419

In this section, we examine the largest upper tail ratio flood peaks in the USGS420

stream gaging record (Table 1 and Figure 2) to expand the interpretation of results pre-421

sented in the previous section. The 14 June 1903 flood peak in Balm Fork (Table 1 and422

Figure 1) translates to an upper tail ratio of 198, the second largest in the USGS stream423

gaging record (Table 1). Balm Fork enters Willow Creek immediately upstream of Hep-424

pner, Oregon. The Willow Creek flood peak from the 1903 flood ranks third, with an425

upper tail ratio of 80 (Table 1 and Figure 1). The flood peaks for Balm Fork and Wil-426

low Creek in 1903 were determined from indirect discharge estimates (see Section 2). Years427

after the Heppner flood, USGS stream gaging stations were installed in Willow Creek428

(1949) and Balm Fork (1983), providing the observations to assess the distribution of429

the upper tail ratio; the record length for the Willow Creek station is 67 years and the430

record length for the Balm Fork station is 33 years. The Heppner flood is the quintessen-431

tial strange flood. It has the largest upper tail ratio for a meteorological flood in the US432

and it was produced by an unusual flood agent for the region, i.e. a hailstorm in com-433

plex terrain. As Cooper [2006] notes, flood peaks in the Blue Mountains region of east-434

ern Oregon are largely from snowmelt.435

The largest upper tail ratio in the USGS flood record, 319 from the 5 June 1977436

flood peak of 48140 m3 s−1 on the Teton River near St. Anthony, Idaho (2295 km2), high-437

lights the extreme nature of the June 1903 Heppner flood. The Teton River flood resulted438

from the failure of the Teton Dam, which was located a short distance upstream from439

the gaging station. One of the most notable dam failures in US history (see [O’Connor440

et al., 2002] for discussion of dam-break floods), the resulting flood devastated downstream441

communities. The value of the Balm Fork upper tail ratio is closer to the Teton River442

upper tail ratio than it is to the Willow Creek upper tail ratio (Table 1).443

The 31 May 1935 Republican River Flood, which produced an upper tail ratio of444

71 for the McCook, Nebraska gaging station (6838 m3 s−1 peak; see Table 1), is notable445

for the relatively large drainage area, 31700 km2, and for the combined occurrence of ex-446

treme flooding and severe weather ([Follansbee and Spiegel , 1937]). In addition to the447

upper tail ratio of 71 at the McCook gaging station, 4 other USGS stream gaging sta-448

tions reported record flood peaks with upper tail ratios greater than 20 (Table 1).449

The Republican River basin is located in a corridor of high frequency occurrence450

of extreme rainfall events during the May - July period. The corridor extends from the451

Front Range of the Rocky Mountains through Nebraska into Iowa. This feature is linked452

to the climatological maximum of rainfall from mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs;453

see [Maddox , 1980], [McAnelly and Cotton, 1989], [Tuttle and Davis, 2006] and [Zhang454

et al., 2001]), and more generally, the climatology of mesoscale convective systems ([Schu-455

macher and Johnson, 2005]). Heavy rainfall on 30 May 1935 initiated along the east-456

ern margin of the Rocky Mountains near Colorado Springs, Colorado around the mid-457

dle of the day and the path of heavy rainfall extended northeast through eastern Col-458

orado, northwestern Kansas and into Nebraska on May 31; peak rainfall accumulations459

exceeded 500 mm. The record flood seasonality index, Si for the Republican River flood460

of 3.0 (Table 1) is large, reflecting the prominence of mesoscale convective systems in the461

flood record for the region.462

Like the Heppner flood, the principal flood agents for the Republican River flood-463

ing were from the most intense spectrum of thunderstorms. Multiple bucket survey re-464
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ports noted that precipitation accumulations included rain and hail ([Follansbee and Spiegel ,465

1937]). As storms passed McCook, Nebraska, a tornado was reported ([Follansbee and466

Spiegel , 1937]). Unlike the Heppner flood, the 1935 Republican River flood is not strange467

in terms of the flood agent at play, but in terms of the magnitudes of rainfall and flood468

peaks. Extreme rainfall and flooding extended down the High Plains from Nebraska to469

Texas. The world record rainfall at 2.75 hour time scale is the 559 mm rainfall accumu-470

lation in D’Hannis, Texas, on 31 May 1935. The D’Hannis storm was a tornadic super-471

cell thunderstorm ([Smith et al., 2000]) that produced an envelope curve flood peak in472

Seco Creek (based on indirect discharge measurements; see [Costa, 1987a] and [Costa473

and Jarrett , 2008]).474

A common consequence of the largest floods in the USGS flood record has been475

to stimulate development of flood control systems, typically through dam building. The476

May-June 1935 flooding was a major impetus for the 1944 Pick-Sloan Plan ([Billington477

and Jackson, 2006]), which resulted in a system of dams in the Republican River basin,478

and the Flood Control Act of 1936, which accelerated dam building throughout the US.479

The annual peak records for the Republican River stream gaging stations all exhibit non-480

stationarities and these are tied to dam building after implementation of the Pick-Sloan481

Plan.482

The High Plains region of the central US is an area with a concentration of large483

upper tail ratios extending from Texas to North Dakota (Figure 2 and Table 1). Like484

the Republican River flood of 1935, these events are dominated by mesoscale convective485

systems. The Washita flood of 3 April 1934 in Oklahoma and Prairie Dog Creek flood486

of 28 May 1953 in Kansas (listed in the USGS annual peak records as 23 May 1953) are487

two of the most extreme (Table 1). The Washita flood, which ranks just behind the Re-488

publican River flood in upper tail ratio (Table 1), resulted in 17 fatalities and stimulated489

development of a flood control system for the Washita River basin. Newspaper accounts490

of the storm refer to the frequent occurrence of lightning. The Prairie Dog Creek flood491

had an upper tail ratio of 37 (7th on the USGS list; Table 1) and was produced by rains492

of 8 to 11 inches, which resulted in a “phenomenal rise in Prairie Dog Creek” ([Wells,493

1959]). Extreme rainfall for the Prairie Dog Creek storm was associated with a tornadic494

thunderstorm (based on NCDC Storm Reports).495

The most striking expression of mountainous terrain on the occurrence of large up-496

per tail ratio floods is in the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains (Figure 2; see [Fol-497

lansbee and Jones, 1922], [Maddox et al., 1978], [Jarrett and Costa, 1988], [Ogden et al.,498

2000], [Petersen et al., 1999], [Javier et al., 2007], [Mahoney et al., 2012]). By many met-499

rics, including the upper tail ratio (Table 1), the most extreme flooding in the Front Range500

region resulted from a series of storms during the period from 16-18 June 1965 (in terms501

of fatalities, however, the 21 deaths in 1965 rank well behind the more than 140 fatal-502

ities in Big Thompson on 31 July 1976 and the “hundreds” of fatalities in Pueblo on 4503

June 1921; see [Follansbee and Jones, 1922] and [England et al., 2014]). The Plum Creek504

flood peak in suburban Denver on 16 June 1965 resulted in an upper tail ratio of 55 at505

a drainage area of 783 km2 (and, not surprisingly, development of flood control for Plum506

Creek, Bear Creek and the South Platte River). The Jimmy Camp Creek flood peak the507

following day produced an upper tail ratio of 34 at a drainage area of 170 km2 and an508

envelope curve flood peak for the US ([Costa, 1987b]). The storms were severe thunder-509

storms, especially the Jimmy Camp Creek storms, which were associated with large hail510

and F1 tornadoes. The only overlap between Costa’s US flood peak envelope curve ([Costa,511

1987a]) and the strange floods in the systematic record (Table 1) is the Jimmy Camp512

Creek flood.513

The 16-18 June 1965 period was a major flood outbreak along the Front Range from514

Colorado south into New Mexico. The Cimarron River near Cimarron, New Mexico on515

June 17 (708 km2) reported a record flood with an upper tail ratio of 27. Rayado Creek516

near Cimarron, New Mexico (159 km2) reported a record flood peak with an upper tail517
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ratio of 21. Tornado reports (NCDC Storm Events data base) suggest that the Rayado518

Creek flood was produced by extreme rainfall from a supercell thunderstorm. The record519

flood seasonality for the Front Range watersheds experiencing record floods during the520

16-18 June 1965 period range from 1.5 to 2.2 (Table 1) reflecting the prominence of warm521

season thunderstorms in the flood records of the Front Range region. The June 1965 flood522

was not strange in terms of the flood-generating agent, but in the magnitude of rainfall.523

The combination of mountainous terrain and organized thunderstorms resulted in524

one of the most deadly floods in US history in Rapid City, South Dakota on 9 June 1972.525

The Rapid City flood (also known as the Black Hills Flood) was not just one of the most526

extreme floods in US history in terms of upper tail ratio (49 at a drainage area of 973527

km2, with 5 stations exceeding an upper tail ratio of 20; see Table 1), but also in terms528

of fatalities, with at least 238 deaths that were the direct result of the flood. The flood529

was produced by a nearly stationary system of thunderstorms, with orographic mech-530

anisms playing an important role in storm structure and evolution ([Maddox et al., 1978];531

see also [Soderholm et al., 2014]). The Black Hills region has an even more pronounced532

seasonal concentration of flood peaks in June than the Front Range, with record flood533

seasonality for the five stations ranging from 3.7 - 5.0 (Table 1). Paleoflood studies ([Harden534

et al., 2011]) have shown that the June 1972 floods were not unprecedented; during the535

past 2000 years multiple flood peaks as large or larger than the June 1972 flood occurred536

in the watersheds most heavily impacted by the June 1972 storms.537

Although Jarrett’s 2300 meter hypothesis is supported by results in Figure 8, there538

are exceptions to the 2300 meter rule, with one ranking among the largest upper tail ra-539

tio flood events. The Costilla Creek flood of 22 July 1954 (Table 1) occurred in a wa-540

tershed with an elevation of 2880 meters at the basin outlet. Costilla Creek is located541

in the Sangre de Christo Mountains of northern New Mexico. The 22 July 1954 flood542

peak occurred during the North American Monsoon season. Snowmelt is the dominant543

flood agent in the watershed, with 70% of annual flood peaks occurring during the April544

- June snowmelt season. The third and fourth largest peaks, however, are North Amer-545

ican Monsoon events occurring in August 1957 and August 1982. The record flood sea-546

sonality of 2.1 for the 22 July 1954 peak (Table 1) reflects the bimodal distribution of547

flood seasonality in the watershed. Snowmelt dominates, but there is a significant con-548

tribution to the flood record from North American Monsoon thunderstorms. The mag-549

nitude of the 22 July 1954 flood peak is unprecedented, not the occurrence of a flood dur-550

ing the North American Monsoon season.551

The Sybille Creek flood of 20 August 1990 in Wyoming, which produced an up-552

per tail ratio of 35 (Table 1), reprises themes from the Heppner flood (see G. F. Ritz’s553

summary in [Jordan and Combs, 1996]). The Sybille Creek flood, like the Heppner flood554

and many of the large upper tail ratio events, was the product of an intense hailstorm555

in which extreme rainfall and exceptional hail falls were in close proximity. Accumula-556

tions of hail reached several feet in portions of the Sybille Creek watershed.557

The Teton River of Montana was the setting for a strange hydrologic flood, with558

a record peak on 8 June 1964 producing an upper tail ratio of 21 (Table 1; [Boner and559

Stermitz , 1967]). Although geographically close to the Teton River of Idaho (Table 1),560

the Montana river is tributary to the Missouri and Mississippi, flowing to the Gulf of Mex-561

ico; the Idaho Teton River is a tributary to the Snake and Columbia, flowing to the Pa-562

cific Ocean. In a supplement to Boner and Stermitz [1967], R. A. Dightman notes that563

“an item of more than passing interest was the lack of thunderstorms in the heavy pre-564

cipitation region”. This observation reflects the view of the hydrometerological commu-565

nity in the US Weather Bureau and the flood hydrology community of the USGS from566

the 1930s starting with Robert Follansbee and Nathan Grover through the 1960s that567

thunderstorms play an important role as agents of extreme flooding. In the 1920s and568

1930s, USGS hydrologists documented extreme rainfall and flood runoff from “cloudburst”569

thunderstorms (see, for example, [Follansbee and Jones, 1922] and [Woolley , 1946]). The570
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USGS view of floods during the 1950s and 1960s was clearly influenced by Luna Leopold571

(Chief Hydrologist from 1956 - 1966). Leopold’s background in meteorology and his early572

research on “cloudburst” floods in the southwestern US ([Leopold , 1942] and [Leopold ,573

1946]) gave him a deep appreciation for the role of thunderstorms as flood agents in the574

US.575

The Ashland Creek floods in the mountains of southern Oregon (Figure 2 and Ta-576

ble 1) on 15 January 1974 reflect a prominent setting for extreme flooding in northern577

California and the Pacific Northwest. Heavy orographic rainfall from extratropical sys-578

tems, combined with rapid snowmelt associated with strong warm air advection ([Colle579

and Mass, 2000]), can produce exceptionally large flood peaks in the region. These events580

are linked to concentrated low-level transport of water vapor in “atmospheric rivers” (in581

contrast to the Blue Mountain floods in eastern Oregon, as discussed below).582

A cluster of stations with upper tail ratio greater than 5 is located in southern Cal-583

ifornia along the San Gabriel Mountains north of Los Angeles (Figure 2). This cluster584

is dominated by the 3-4 March 1938 flood for which 9 stations reported record floods with585

upper tail ratios greater than 5; the San Antonio Creek station has an upper tail ratio586

of 24 (Table 1). The flood devastated portions of Los Angeles County and resulted in587

more than 100 fatalities. The March 1938 storms provide additional insights to the 2300588

meter hypothesis for extreme rainfall and flooding. Rainfall at Kelly’s Kamp at an al-589

titude of 2530 meters in the headwaters of San Antonio Creek was 810 mm during the590

period from 27 February to March 4. The March 1938 flood, like the January 1974 flood591

in southern Oregon and many of the major floods along the west coast of the US was592

produced by major Pacific storms during the winter season (see, for example, [Dettinger593

et al., 2011], [Neiman et al., 2011] and [Barth et al., 2017]).594

The San Emigdio Creek flood on 5 August 1961 along the north slope of the San595

Emigdio Mountains north of Los Angeles, California (Table 1) is both strange and mys-596

terious. The seasonal distribution of flood peaks in San Emigdio Creek is dominated by597

winter storms, resulting in the smallest value of the record flood seasonality Si, 0.66, among598

the events with upper tail ratio greater than 20. Exceptional floods from summer cloud-599

bursts in San Emigdio Creek have, however, been described by Douglas [1908], who notes600

that a high-gradient tributary is named Cloudburst Canyon.601

Texas has a well-recognized history of extreme floods and it is a region with a high602

concentration of large upper tail ratio floods (Figure 2) and a diverse population of flood603

mechanisms ([Baker , 1975], [Patton and Baker , 1976], [Smith et al., 2000], [O’Connor604

and Costa, 2004a], [Nielsen-Gammon et al., 2005] and [Zhu and Quiring , 2013]), includ-605

ing severe thunderstorms as noted above for the May 1935 Seco Creek flood. The Medio606

Creek flood of 22 September 1967 is the only Texas flood and the only tropical cyclone607

flood to produce an upper tail ratio greater than 20 (Table 1). Hurricane Beulah pro-608

duced extreme rainfall in south Texas, with a maximum accumuation of 695 mm in 36609

hours in Pettus, Texas, which is located in the upper portion of the Medio Creek wa-610

tershed. More extreme rainfall accumulations have been recorded in Texas. The 24-h record611

rainfall for the United States of 1090 mm occurred at Alvin, Texas on 25-26 July 1979612

(Tropical Storm Claudette), returning to southeastern Texas the record that was held613

for many years by the 965 mm at Thrall, Texas on 10 September 1921 (Hurricane 1 of614

1921) near the Balcones Escarpment ([Smith et al., 2000] and [Caracena and Fritsch, 1978]).615

Hurricane Harvey produced 5-day accumulations (25 - 29 August 2017) of 1250 mm in616

Houston, the largest for a single storm in the conterminous US (see Emanuel [2017] for617

climatological assessments of tropical cyclone rainfall frequency in Texas).618

Floods with large upper tail ratio in the US east of the Mississippi River are dom-619

inated by tropical cyclones (Figure 2). Five hurricanes account for more than 40% of the620

123 stations east of 90.2 degrees west with upper tail ratios greater than 5. Hurricane621

Diane in August 1955 accounted for 19 of the stations, the Great New England Hurri-622
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cane of September 1938 acounted for 9, Hurricane Floyd in September 1999 and Hur-623

ricane Alberto in July 1994 accounted for 8 and Hurricane Agnes in June 1972 accounted624

for 7. Tropical cyclones account for 2/3 of the 123 record flood events east of the Mis-625

sissippi River with upper tail ratio greater than 5.626

There is large diversity in rainfall and flooding from this collection of tropical cy-627

clones. Diane produced abnormally large rainfall rates and retained tropical character-628

istics throughout its passage through the northeastern US. Most tropical cyclones that629

reach the mid-Atlantic and New England experience extratropical transition through in-630

teraction with mid-latitude extratropical systems ([Hart and Evans, 2001] and [Atallah631

and Bosart , 2003]). Hurricanes Agnes ([DiMego and Bosart , 1982]), Floyd ([Colle, 2003]632

and [Atallah and Bosart , 2003]) and Irene ([Liu and Smith, 2016]) reflect rainfall dis-633

tributions characteristic of extratropical transition events, producing extensive regions634

of heavy rainfall. For Hurricane Agnes, there were 125 stations reporting record floods,635

compared with 68 stations from Hurricane Diane.636

Orographic thunderstorms in the central Appalachians provide another class of strange637

floods ([Giordano and Fritsch, 1991], [Konrad , 2001], [Smith et al., 2011b]). Villarini and638

Smith [2010] show that orographic thunderstorms are largely unrepresented in the up-639

per tail of flood peaks from USGS stream gaging stations in the central Appalachians,640

but they dominate the envelope curve of flood peaks ([Miller , 1990], [Smith et al., 1996],641

[Hicks et al., 2005] and [Smith et al., 2011b]), based on indirect discharge estimates. Warm642

season thunderstorms account for a handfull of the flood events with upper tail ratio greater643

than 5 in the eastern US (Figure 2), including the Smethport flood of 18-19 July 1942,644

the Rapidan flood of 27 June 1995 and the northern Ohio flood of 4 July 1969 (see [Smith645

et al., 2011b]). The Smethport storms of 18-19 July 1942 in northwestern Pennsylvania646

([Eisenlohr , 1952] and [Smith et al., 2011b]) produced the world record rainfall of 780647

mm in 4.75 hours and flood peaks (based on indirect discharge measurements) that con-648

trol the eastern US envelope curve at basin scales less than 100 km2. They were excep-649

tionally intense thunderstorms; in transmitting rainfall analyses for the [Eisenlohr , 1952]650

report, J. E. Stewart notes that “everyone contacted emphasizes that this was by far the651

worst electrical storm they ever witnessed, not only for length of time involved, but par-652

ticularly for intensity at the time any one of the thunderstorms were passing” (J. E. Stew-653

art, letter to Merill Bernard, Supervising Hydrologist, U. S. Weather Bureau, 18 Septem-654

ber 1942).655

4 The Strangest Floods: The Blue Mountains of Eastern Oregon656

In this section we examine the hydrology, hydrometeorology and hydroclimatology657

of extreme floods in and adjacent to the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon. The region,658

which is located along the southern boundary of the Columbia Plateau, is the setting659

for the largest upper tail ratio flood in the USGS stream gaging record (excluding the660

Teton dam failure flood peak) and two “miscellaneous” flood peaks which control the661

US and world envelope curve at 10 - 40 km2 scale (see Figure 12 for locations). The Columbia662

Plateau is an apt setting for strange floods. The largest floods on Earth, the Lake Mis-663

soula floods, shaped the landscape of eastern Washington and Oregon 15,000 - 13,000664

years ago (see, for example, [O’Connor and Baker , 1992]). In a paper that examines the665

properties of strange floods, this section is designed to highlight key features of the strangest.666

4.1 Heppner Flood667

What is known about rainfall and streamflow from the Heppner flood comes largely668

from USGS hydrologist John Whistler ([Whistler , 1903]; a synopsis of Whistler’s report669

appears in [Murphy , 1904]). Whistler introduced the event by noting that “On June 14670

there occurred at Heppner, Oregon, one of those storms so peculiar to arid regions and671

generally referred to as ‘cloud-bursts’. A knowledge of the amount of precipitation and672
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the area covered, seemed to be of special interest in the consideration of irrigation projects673

... I have made an investigation to determine more or less approximately the facts as to674

run-off and area of storm, ... together with other facts which I have thought may be of675

general interest”.676

The 1903 flood in Willow Creek reached Heppner (see Figure 13) at 5:30 pm lo-677

cal time and resulted in more than 250 fatalities in less than 1 hour ([Whistler , 1903]).678

The time of “first water” and flood crest were almost simultaneous for Willow Creek at679

Heppner. The floodwaters came principally from Balm Fork, a 68 km2 tributary of Wil-680

low Creek. The 14 June 1903 flood peak in Balm Fork (Figure 1) was estimated to be681

36,000 cfs (1019 m3 s−1), 198 times larger than the sample 10-year flood magnitude (Ta-682

ble 1). The unit discharge for the Balm Fork peak is 15 m3 s−1 km−2. The estimated683

flood peak in Willow Creek at Heppner (Figure 13), which has a drainage area of 251684

km2, was also 36,000 cfs (1019 m3 s−1), 78 times larger than the sample 10-year flood685

magnitude. The peak discharge values for Balm Fork and locations downstream on Wil-686

low Creek were based on slope-area computations ([Whistler , 1903]; see [Levish and Os-687

tenaa, 1996] and [Byrd , 2009] for additional discussion and photographs).688

The Heppner flood was the product of a hailstorm that moved down the valley of689

Balm Fork. Whistler summarized the Heppner storm as follows: “residents of the val-690

ley and other eyewitnesses agree that the storm moved down the valley of Balm Fork ...691

and had entirely passed away in less than a half-hour. Accounts agree that it extended692

from the foot of the Blue Mountains, 8 to 10 miles distant, to and a short distance across693

Willow Creek valley, covering a strip, variously said to be from 2 to 4 miles wide.” Whistler694

concluded that rainfall at any location was no more than 30 minutes in duration.695

We use the KINEROS-2 model, which has been applied to flood modeling for arid/semi-696

arid watersheds (see [Morin et al., 2006] and [Goodrich et al., 2011] for additional de-697

tails), to examine the dependence of flood peaks on structure, motion and rainfall rates698

from the Heppner storm. We use a 30 meter USGS DEM for implementing KINEROS-699

2 for Balm Fork (see Figure 13), with the 68 km2 watershed partitioned into 117 over-700

land flow planes and 77 channel elements. Whistler describes the hillslopes of Balm Fork701

as “rocky and barren hills which carry off water very rapidly”. Based on Whistler’s anal-702

yses, we assume low values of saturated hydraulic conductivity (0.001 mm h−1) and as-703

sume channel roughness of 0.04, in line with Whistler’s assumptions for peak discharge704

computations. Channel geometry is also based on Whistler’s analyses. We use the AGWA705

algorithms ([Goodrich et al., 2011]) with conventional GIS data layers to specify model706

parameters that are not fixed by observations from the 1903 flood (see [Kampf and Burges,707

2007] and [Goodrich et al., 2011] for discussion of errors inherent in modeling analyses708

with KINEROS and similar hydrologic models).709

As noted above, Whistler’s report provides an idealized depiction of storm size and710

motion for the June 1903 Heppner storm. From these, we develop rainfall rate fields for711

the June 1903 storm, representing the storm as a circular region of uniform rainfall rate712

and radius 5 km, which moves down the Balm Fork watershed, i.e. from southeast to north-713

west, at a speed resulting in 30 minute rainfall durations for locations in Balm Fork. A714

model simulation based on rainfall fields consistent with Whistler’s characterizations of715

storm structure and motion and with a rainfall rate of 135 mm h−1 reproduces the peak716

discharge and timing of peak response (Figure 14). In Figure 14, we also show sensitiv-717

ity of model analyses to assumptions on rainfall rate and storm motion. Rainfall rates718

at the 30-minute time scale have return intervals that are large for eastern Oregon (the719

100-year 30-minute rainfall rate for Heppner is approximately 40 mm h−1, based on Ore-720

gon Department of Transportation analyses), but are not uncommon for hailstorms pro-721

ducing extreme flooding in small watersheds ([Doswell et al., 1996] and [Smith et al., 2001]).722

As will be shown below, 30-minute rainfall rates needed to produce peak flood response723

in Balm Fork are smaller than those required to produce estimated flood peaks for the724

Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon events, based on similar modeling analyses.725
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Model simulations suggest that storm motion played a siginficant role in determin-726

ing flood peak magnitude in Balm Fork. For a circular storm of radius 5 km (approx-727

imately 50 km2 in area) moving down Balm Fork with a rain rate of 100 mm h−1, the728

peak discharge at the outlet is 931 m3 s−1 (Figure 14). For a 5 km radius storm mov-729

ing up the basin at the same speed the peak discharge is 485 m3 s−1. In both cases the730

storm total rainfall and distribution of instantaneous rain rates over the watershed are731

the same. We note below that for typical thunderstorm environments in eastern Oregon,732

“steering winds” have a southerly component. The combination of a preferred pattern733

of storm motion and sensitivity of extreme flood peaks to storm motion relative to the734

drainage network, suggests that topographic heterogeneity can play an important role735

in determining regional variation of the upper tail of flood distributions. Not only are736

the Blue Mountains a distinctive setting for extreme floods, but locations like the Wil-737

low Creek watershed will have enhanced potental for flooding due to properties of storm738

motion relative to the drainage network structure (see [Soderholm et al., 2014] for related739

analyses of the Black Hills region of South Dakota). “Hotspots” of catastrophic flood-740

ing in mountainous terrain have been examined in geomorphic studies of extreme floods741

and debris flows ([Eaton et al., 2003]; see also [Hack and Goodlett , 1960]) and in pale-742

oflood reconstructions ([Harden et al., 2011]).743

The June 1903 storm is not entirely unprecedented for the Willow Creek watershed.744

Major flooding occurred on 25 May 1971 from a storm in the Shobe Creek tributary to745

Willow Creek. Shobe Creek enters Willow Creek near Heppner downstream of the con-746

fluence of Balm Fork (Figure 13). A USGS indirect discharge measurement for the 25747

May 1971 flood peak in Shobe Creek puts the peak discharge at 172 m3 s−1 from a drainage748

area of 16 km2. Like the Heppner storm, the 1971 Shobe Creek storm was a hailstorm749

with large hail and heavy rain. The Heppner Gazette-Times of 27 May 1971 reported750

that “a sudden hard torrent of rainfall with a brief dash of lightning struck about 3:15751

PM ... The alfalfa and grain crops were badly damaged by hail [accumulations of four752

inches] ... This was followed by a hard rain”.753

The 1903 Heppner storm was an unusually intense hailstorm. Whistler notes that754

rainfall was preceded by a “phenomenal fall of hail” and that “grim evidence of the amount755

of hail is that, while most of the bodies being recovered on the fifth day were already badly756

decomposed, one was occasionally found almost perfectly preserved in a large drift of hail”757

([Whistler , 1903]). Eyewitness accounts of the storm suggest that it may have been a758

supercell thunderstorm, with one observer describing the storm as “a broad black streak759

almost straight north of us which seemed to be coming straight down from the sky” ([Byrd ,760

2009]). Supercells are the most intense storms in the spectrum of thunderstorms and have761

produced some of the largest short-term rainfall rates in the US ([Giordano and Fritsch,762

1991], [Doswell et al., 1996], [Smith et al., 2001], [Rogash and Racy , 2002], [Nielsen et al.,763

2015] and [Bunkers and Doswell , 2016]). Recent studies are shedding light on both the764

dynamics and climatology of supercells in mountainous terrain (see, for example, [Bosart765

et al., 2006], [Markowski and Dotzek , 2011] and [Scheffknecht et al., 2017]).766

The NCDC Storm Events database and USGS annual peak discharge record con-767

tain no events in the Blue Mountains region that are comparable to the Heppner storm768

during the period of modern observing records, which we take to begin with deployment769

of the WSR-88D radar network in the mid-1990s. One of the closest analogs is a hail-770

storm which passed to the west of Heppner on 17 July 2012. Like the Heppner storm,771

the 17 July 2012 storm was an intense hailstorm embedded in a multi-day period of thun-772

derstorm activity. Polarimetric radar analyses of the 17 July 2012 storm (Figures 15 and773

16) illustrate structure, motion and evolution of severe hailstorms. The 17 July 2012 storm774

initiated along the Blue Mountains, as the Heppner storm did, and generally moved from775

southeast to northwest as the Heppner storm did, passing along the western margin of776

Balm Fork and producing a (small) annual peak discharge at the Balm Fork stream gag-777

ing station. The NCDC Storm Events database includes reports of heavy rain, more than778
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1 inch in 1 hour as the storm passed Shobe Canyon (approximately 2335 UTC; see Fig-779

ure 15), and multiple reports of 1 - 2 inch hail after 2315 UTC.780

The 17 July 2012 storm was anything but uniform in its structure, motion and evo-781

lution (Figures 15 and 16; storm tracking analyses are based on the TITAN algorithms782

of [Dixon and Wiener , 1993]). The peak value of reflectivity at 2335 UTC was 73 dBZ783

(Figure 16) and the paired value of differential reflectivity was close to 0, indicative of784

large hail. The storm decayed rapidly around 0015 UTC, as it moved north of Heppner785

towards the Columbia River. Merger of two cells around 23:20 UTC resulted in an in-786

crease in storm size and the spike in maximum reflectivity around 23:30 UTC (Figure787

16). Storm area (determined by 45 dBZ threshold) ranged from 20 to 80 km2, with a788

sharp increase in size after merger of the two storm elements. Storm motion was deter-789

mined by storm propagation and advection by steering winds, with storm speed fluctu-790

ating around 30 km h−1. Polarimetric radar measurements of specific differential phase791

shift (Figure 15; see [Romine et al., 2008] and [Kumjian, 2013]), which is approximately792

linearly related to rainfall rate and immune to the effects of hail, illustrate the rapidly793

varying temporal and spatial structure of rainfall. Polarimetric measurements indicate794

short periods and small areas with rainfall rates of approximately 100 mm h−1, corre-795

sponding to specific differential phases shift values larger than 3 degrees km−1 (Figure796

15). Analyses of the 17 July 2012 storm based on modern observing capabilities point797

to the large uncertainties in characterizing rainfall from the Heppner storm (as described798

above) and from the Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon storms (as detailed below).799

4.2 Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon Floods800

The Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon floods in eastern Oregon (see Figure 12 for801

locations) control the US and world envelope curves at basin scales ranging from 10 to802

40 km2. Both the Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon flood peaks resulted in larger unit803

discharge peaks than the Balm Fork flood of 1903. Perhaps more than any other floods804

in the USGS record, they highlight the uncertainties in measurement of extreme flood805

magnitudes (see [Costa and Jarrett , 2008] for discussion of the accuracy of both the Mey-806

ers Canyon and Lane Canyon flood peak measurements). Unlike Balm Fork, no system-807

atic stream gaging has been established by the USGS at either the Meyers Canyon or808

Lane Canyon sites.809

The estimated peak discharge for the Meyers Canyon flood of 13 July 1956 ([Hen-810

dricks, 1964]; see Figure 12 for the location) is 1543 m3 s−1 (54500 cfs) from a drainage811

area of 32.9 km2 (12.7 mi2), resulting in a unit discharge of 46.9 m3 s−1 km−2 (4290812

cfs per square mile). A rough estimate of the upper tail ratio for the Meyers Canyon flood813

peak is 600, which we obtain using the regression equations developed by Cooper [2006]814

to estimate the 10-year flood. The accuracy of the flood peak estimate has been, and con-815

tinues to be, a topic of debate (see, for example, [Levish and Ostenaa, 1996]). Follow-816

ing site investigation and review of previous analyses, Costa and Jarrett [2008] concluded817

that the “54500 cfs peak should remain as published, but the rating should be downgraded818

from fair to estimate”, which implies that the uncertainty in the estimate is larger than819

25% and potentially as large as 50%. Even if peak discharge were at the lower end of the820

uncertainty range, it would rank with the June 1903 Balm Fork peak as one of the most821

extreme flood measurements in the US.822

An observer reported that rainfall in Meyers Canyon lasted for approximately 2823

hours (4:30 pm local time to 6:30 pm local time), but a large part of the precipitation824

occurred in approximatly 30 minutes with rainfall in “cloudburst proportions” ([Hen-825

dricks, 1964]). There are no reports of lightning or hail for the storm, but the area is re-826

mote and there was only a single report from the area of heavy rainfall in Meyers Canyon.827

Downscaling simulations with WRF (as detailed below) indicate that the storm environ-828
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ment, like the Heppner and Lane Canyon settings, would support the development of thun-829

derstorms.830

KINEROS-2 simulations were carried out for the Meyers Canyon flood, emulating831

the procedures used for the Heppner flood. A rainfall rate of 250 mm h−1 from a storm832

moving down the Meyers Canyon drainage network at 32 km h−1 produces a 30-minute833

period of rainfall for locations in the watershed and a peak discharge close to 1543 m3 s−1
834

at the basin outlet. The peak discharge that results from the same scenario, except for835

motion up the watershed, is 637 m3 s−1 at the basin outlet.836

The Lane Canyon flood on 26 July 1965 (see the summary by D. D. Harris in [Ros-837

tvedt , 1970]) produced a flood peak of 807 m3 s−1 (28500 cfs) from a drainage area of838

13.1 km2 (5.04 mi2), resulting in a unit discharge of 61.6 m3 s−1 km−2 (5650 cfs per square839

mile). Using the regression equations of Cooper [2006] to estimate the 10-year flood mag-840

nitude in Lane Canyon, yields an upper tail ratio of approximately 800 for the 1965 flood.841

Accuracy of the estimated peak discharge for the Lane Canyon flood, like the Meyers Canyon842

peak, has sparked controversy. Costa and Jarrett [2008] concluded that “the peak dis-843

charge for the flood in Lane Canyon was likely 28500 cfs, but the rating should be changed844

from fair to poor”. Also like the Meyers Canyon flood, the Lane Canyon flood peak would845

be one of the most extreme in the US even if peak discharge were at the low end of dis-846

charge values associated with measurement uncertainty.847

The Lane Canyon flood was caused by a “severe cloudburst”, with observers re-848

porting that most of the rain fell in 30 minutes ([Rostvedt , 1970]). Observers also reported849

that large accumulations of hail accompanied the storm. The spatial extent of erosional850

features indicated that the entire watershed produced heavy runoff. KINEROS-2 sim-851

ulations for a storm moving down the watershed with a rain rate of 360 mm h−1 pro-852

duce a peak discharge close to the observed maximum of 807 m3 s−1. The same storm853

moving up the watershed produces a peak discharge of 330 m3 s−1.854

Using comparable model implementations, we conclude that the rainfall rates needed855

to produce the estimated peak discharge values for the 1956 Meyers Canyon and 1965856

Lane Canyon flood peaks are larger than those required to produce the Balm Fork peak.857

The rainfall rates are not unprecedented for thunderstorms in the US ([Engelbrecht and858

Brancato, 1959] and [Smith et al., 2011b]), but they are exceptionally rare. These anal-859

yses highlight the large uncertainties in discharge estimates for the Meyers Canyon and860

Lane Canyon flood peaks.861

4.3 Hydrometeorology of Blue Mountain Thunderstorms862

In this section we examine the hydrometeorology of extreme rainfall in the Blue863

Mountains, principally through analyses of WRF simulations of the June 1903 Heppner864

storm, the July 1956 Meyers Canyon storm and the July 1965 Lane Canyon storm. We865

first note that the climatology of thunderstorms, as represented by cloud-to-ground (CG)866

lightning observations from National Lightning Detection Network observations over east-867

ern Oregon and Washington state, exhibits pronounced spatial heterogeneity, with a peak868

occurrence over the Blue Mountains (Figure 12). Mean annual CG flash density ranges869

from 0.8 strikes km−2 to 1.2 strikes km−2 along the Blue Mountains. Mean flash den-870

sity decreases sharply in the Columbia Plateau region to the northwest, with a mean flash871

density of 0.5 km−2 in Heppner and values less than 0.2 km−2 over the Columbia River.872

For the WRF simulations of thunderstorms over the Blue Mountains region, we use three873

one-way nested domains of 27, 9 and 3 km resolution. Model physics options include:874

1) Noah land surface model, 2) WSM6 microphysics scheme, 3) Yonsei planetary bound-875

ary layer scheme, 4) Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme, and 5) the RRTM (Rapid Ra-876

diative Transfer Model) scheme for longwave radiation (see [Smith and Baeck , 2015] for877

similar implementations). For the 1903 and 1965 simulations, 20th Century Reanalysis878
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fields were used for initial and boundary conditions. For the 1956 Meyers Canyon storm879

NCEP-NCAR reanalysis fields were used for initial and boundary conditions.880

The simulation for the June 1903 storm captures the occurrence of heavy rainfall881

along the Blue Mountains (Figure 17). Peak rainfall accumulations of 80-100 mm are882

located in the higher elevations of the Blue Mountains east of Heppner, with rainfall near883

Heppner exceeding 50 mm. Broad features of the simulated rainfall are consistent with884

the available evidence on rainfall distribution. The Daily Weather Map for 14 June 1903885

shows an area of rainfall extending through eastern Oregon from southern Idaho into Wash-886

ington state. Simulated rainfall is organized into small convective elements (median size887

of 50 km2 based on TITAN storm tracking analyses of simulated reflectivity fields) that888

have a south-to-north component of storm motion. The synoptic scale environment of889

the Heppner storm was characterized by an upper level trough in the eastern Pacific off890

the coast of Canada and a high pressure ridge extending from Mexico through the Rocky891

Mountain region into Canada.892

Water vapor for the Heppner storm was exceptionally large for the Blue Mountains893

region. The simulated precipitable water field at 1800 UTC on 14 June 1903 shows a large894

area of extreme precipitable water values centered on the Columbia Plateau (Figure 18).895

Precipitable water values approached 40 mm, which is close to the upper bound of pre-896

cipitable water observations from the GPS precipitable water station near Heppner, Ore-897

gon (Figure 19). Paired with elevated precipitable water, the WRF simulation indicates898

that the convective potential was large over a significant portion of the Columbia basin899

margin, with peak values of Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) approach-900

ing 1000 J kg−1 adjacent to the highest elevation region of the Blue Mountains in east-901

ern Oregon (figure not shown). The 0.9 quantile of CAPE for June at the nearest radiosonde902

site in Spokane, Washington is less than 300 J kg−1 and the record CAPE for June is903

less than 2000 J kg−1 based on observations extending back to 1948. Like the Meyers904

Canyon and Lane Canyon events, the Heppner storm occurred during a multi-day pe-905

riod of elevated humidity and convective potential. A tornado was reported the day af-906

ter the Heppner storm (15 June 1903) approximately 57 miles northeast of Heppner ([Byrd ,907

2009]).908

A central issue surrounding record flooding in the arid region of eastern Oregon909

is the source of water vapor that fueled the storms. Back-trajectory analyses using the910

WRF simulation and the LAGRANTO algorithm (Figure 20; see [Sprenger and Wernli ,911

2015] for details on back-trajectory computations) illustrate a complex pattern of wa-912

ter vapor transport. Back-trajectory analyses ending at 1800 UTC on June 14 and at913

5 km elevation show parcel transport from southwest to northeast from the Pacific to914

eastern Oregon. Similar analyses terminated at 2 km elevation over eastern Oregon show915

diverse flowpaths to the Blue Mountains flood region, including transport from Idaho916

and Montana. Unlike major flood events in the Pacific Northwest from cold-season ex-917

tatropical systems, the Heppner storm was not the product of a well-defined “river” of918

atmospheric water vapor transport (Colle and Mass [2000] and [Neiman et al., 2011]).919

Simulated rainfall for the July 1965 Lane Canyon storm includes a local maximum920

(70 mm) in rainfall on the northern margin of the Blue Mountains (Figure 21). The US921

Weather Bureau surface map shows an area of rainfall that matches the pattern of rain922

extending from northeastern Oregon into northwestern Montana. Like the Heppner storm,923

the Lane Canyon storm environment was characterized by extreme values of precipitable924

water (Figure 22) and elevated CAPE (Figure 23) along the margins of the Columbia925

Plateau. The synoptic environment for the Lane Canyon storm was similar to the Hep-926

pner storm, with comparable trough/ridge positions.927

The WRF simulation of the 1956 Meyers Canyon storm (Figure 21) captures key928

elements of rainfall for the day, as represented by the US Weather Bureau surface map,929

which indicated areas of rainfall extending along the California - Oregon border north-930
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eastward into Oregon. A local maximum in the WRF simulation is located southwest931

of Meyers Canyon. The largest observed rainfall for the day was located along the Mon-932

tana - Canada border in the area of the local maximum from the WRF simulation. Pre-933

cipitable water and CAPE fields for the Meyers Canyon storm are similar to the Hep-934

pner and Lane Canyon storm environments (Figures 22 and 23). The synoptic environ-935

ment for the Meyers Canyon storm was characterized by an upper level trough that ex-936

tended along the northern California coast into Oregon and Washigton.937

The synoptic environment of the 17 July 2012 storm, the modern analog of the Hep-938

pner storm, was similar to the Meyers Canyon storm, with an upper level trough that939

extended from north to south along the Pacific Northwest during the period from 16 -940

18 July 2012. Like the Heppner, Lane Canyon and Meyers Canyon environments, ele-941

vated precipitable water characterized a 4-day period of thunderstorms in eastern Ore-942

gon and Washington, with peak values of precipitable water at Heppner reaching 35 mm.943

The period from 15-18 July 2012 contains 4 of the top 10 thunderstorm days in the Blue944

Mountain region since 1992, based on NLDN CG flash density observations. In addition945

to copious lightning, storm reports for the period include large hail, funnel clouds, heavy946

rain, flash floods, debris flows and landslides for eastern Oregon and Washington (NCDC947

Storm Reports).948

Downscaling simulations with WRF provide insights to common elements of storm949

environment for the record floods of Eastern Oregon, reducing some of the strangeness950

of these events. The Heppner, Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon storms exhibited sim-951

ilar structure of steering level winds, precipitable water and CAPE fields, which play an952

important role in determining the potential for extreme rainfall rates (see [Nielsen et al.,953

2015], [Bunkers and Doswell , 2016] and [Nielsen and Schumacher , 2018] for additional954

discussion). Model simulations also suggest that storm size and motion were similar for955

the three events. Storm size and motion dictate that extreme floods in the Blue Moun-956

tains region will concentrate at basin scales smaller than 100 km2. The Heppner, Mey-957

ers Canyon and Lane Canyon floods are rare, but the environmental conditions for multi-958

day thunderstorm outbreaks in the Blue Mountains region are recurring phenomena, as959

illustrated by the July 2012 storm period. The WRF simulations suggest that some as-960

pects of these major thunderstorm outbreaks are predictable, based on information con-961

tained in conventional reanalysis fields. A mystery that remains is how some storms that962

form during major thunderstorm outbreaks can produce rainfall rates that result in Heppner-963

like flood peaks.964

5 Summary and Conclusions965

We examine the upper tail of flood peaks in the US, principally through analyses966

of the upper tail ratio for annual flood peak observations from more than 8000 USGS967

stream gaging stations. Our major findings are the following:968

• With a few caveats, the 14 June 1903 Heppner, Oregon flood is the strangest flood969

in the systematic stream gaging record of the US. The upper tail ratio for Balm970

Fork at a drainage area of 68 km2 is 200, implying that the June 1903 flood peak971

was 200 times larger than the 10-year flood for the watershed. The 1903 Hepp-972

ner flood is paired with two other extreme floods in the Blue Mountain region of973

eastern Oregon. Based on indirect discharge estimates in the “miscellaneous” flood974

record of the USGS, the July 1956 Meyers Canyon flood and the July 1965 Lane975

Canyon flood control the US and world flood peak envelope curves at basin scales976

between 10 and 40 km2 (see [Costa, 1987a] and [Herschy , 2003]).977

• A fundamental distinction between record floods in the US and the broader pop-978

ulation of annual flood peaks is in their seasonal distribution. Annual flood peaks979

in the US have winter/spring and warm season maxima in the seasonal rate of oc-980

currence. For record floods, there is a striking shift towards warm season flood-981
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ing and an increase in occurrence probability during the tropical cyclone season.982

This feature becomes more pronounced as we focus on floods with larger upper983

tail ratio. These analyses point to warm season thunderstorms and tropical cy-984

clones as major flood agents for record floods, in contrast to the broader popu-985

lation of annual flood peaks, which are dominated by snowmelt and winter/spring986

storm systems.987

• The strangest floods in the US, i.e. those producing the largest upper tail ratios988

(Table 1), are heavily weighted toward intense thunderstorms during the warm989

season. Furthermore, the most intense forms of convection, hailstorms and super-990

cell thunderstorms, are prominent agents of strange floods. These include some991

of the most deadly and devastating floods in US history, notably the June 1903992

Heppner flood, the May 1935 Republican River flood, the April 1934 Washita flood,993

the June 1965 Front Range floods and the June 1972 Rapid City flood. Severe thun-994

derstorms in and adjacent to mountainous terrain are prominent in the largest up-995

per tail ratio floods (Table 1). Strange floods from intense convection are not re-996

stricted to the smallest basin scales; the May 1935 Republican River flooding ex-997

tended to basin scales exceeding 30,000 km2. The largest flood peak in the USGS998

stream gaging record resulted from the 1927 flooding in the Lower Mississippi River999

at a basin scale of 1,000,000 km2 and was the product of multiple episodes of mesoscale1000

convective systems, which produced severe thunderstorms and tornadoes ([Smith1001

and Baeck , 2015]).1002

• Strange floods can result from flood agents that are uncommon for the watershed1003

or they can result from extremes of typical flood agents. The eastern Oregon floods,1004

which are produced by severe thunderstorms in a region dominated by snowmelt1005

are quintessential examples of the former. The Front Range and High Plains floods1006

in Table 1 (May 1935 Republican, April 1934 Washita, June 1965 Front Range,1007

June 1972 Rapid City and 28 May 1953 Prairie Dog Creek), all the product of mesoscale1008

convective sytems during late spring and early summer, are examples of the lat-1009

ter. We introduce the record flood peak seasonality as a tool for examining anoma-1010

lies in the seasonal occurrence of record flood peaks.1011

• We show that under the assumption that the annual flood peak distribution for1012

a site is GEV with location µ, scale σ and shape ξ, the upper tail ratio has a GEV1013

distribution that depends only on the shape parameter ξ and sample size. Esti-1014

mates of the location and scale parameters for stationary USGS flood records are1015

linearly related and they are linearly related to drainage basin area. Estimated1016

shape parameters show no dependence on basin area or any other basin property.1017

The distribution of upper tail ratio does not depend on drainage area, provided1018

that sample size is accounted for, supporting a scaling theory for the upper tail1019

ratio that is dependent only on the shape parameter of the parent GEV distribu-1020

tion and sample size. Upper tail ratio analyses for stationary USGS stations are1021

consistent with an unbounded, thick-tailed GEV world. Surprises, in the form of1022

unprecedented flood peaks, are a prominent feature of a thick-tailed GEV world.1023

Error bounds in estimates of extreme flood quantiles will increase with increas-1024

ing values of the GEV shape parameter.1025

• We examine the geography of record floods by conditioning the upper tail ratio1026

on basin properties. Arid / semi-arid watersheds have elevated values of upper tail1027

ratio. The distribution of upper tail ratio values decreases with impervious frac-1028

tion. Urban watersheds have a high frequency of large unit discharge flood peaks,1029

but the maximum flow can be limited by capacity constraints in urban drainage1030

networks. Jarrett’s hypothesis that large floods do not occur above 2300 meters1031

is an important element of the hydroclimatology of upper tail ratio values. There1032

is no evidence that forest cover affects the distribution of upper tail ratios in wa-1033

tersheds of the US.1034

• Nonstationarities are a prominent feature of some stream gaging stations with large1035

upper tail ratio values. The Republican River flood of May 1935 provides a pro-1036
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totypical example. Devastating flooding lead to river regulation with flood con-1037

trol dams and levees and a coupled program of stream gaging. This pattern and1038

closely related variants of this pattern characterize the flood series for a number1039

of the USGS stream gaging stations in Table 1.1040

• Large upper tail ratio flood events in the eastern US are dominated by tropical1041

cyclones. More than 2/3 of the record flood peaks with upper tail ratios greater1042

than 5 east of the Mississippi River were produced by tropical cyclones. Hurri-1043

canes Diane (1955), the New England Hurricane of 1938, Hurricane Floyd (1999),1044

Hurricane Alberto (1994) and Hurricane Agnes (1972) account for 40% of the up-1045

per tail ratios larger than 5 in the eastern US.1046

• Record floods in June 1903, July 1956 and July 1965 in the Blue Mountains of Ore-1047

gon reflect two of the most important aspects of strange floods in the US: they1048

are located in and adjacent to mountainous terrain and intense thunderstorms are1049

the principal agents of extreme rainfall. The storm environments for the three floods1050

include similar patterns of precipitable water, convective available potential en-1051

ergy (CAPE) and steering winds around the Blue Mountains, with near-record val-1052

ues of precipitable water for each event. Transport of water vapor to the Blue Hills1053

region occurs over 3-5 days and can involve diverse and complex paths to the re-1054

gion of heavy rainfall. Each of the flood events was embedded in a mulit-day pe-1055

riod of thunderstorms in eastern Oregon and Washington. The 15-18 July 20121056

thunderstorm outbreak provides a modern analog for the Blue Mountains flood1057

events.1058

• Hydrologic modeling analyses show that motion down the drainage network of Balm1059

Fork, which was documented by Whistler [1903] based on observer accounts, re-1060

sults in much larger peak discharge at Heppner than for a similar storm that moves1061

up the drainage network. Modeling analyses for Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon1062

result in extreme rainfall rates, highlighting the uncertainty of the peak discharge1063

estimates for these sites. The magnitudes of peak rainfall rates are unknown for1064

the three storms and we have a poor understanding of the physical processes that1065

in rare circumstances produce exceptionally large rainfall rates.1066

Eastern Oregon is an interesting setting for examining the regional variation of ex-1067

treme floods, because it includes the location of the largest upper tail ratio flood in the1068

US (excluding the flood peak resulting from the Teton Dam failure) and the locations1069

of two “miscellaneous” USGS flood peak measurements that control the US and world1070

flood peak envelope curves at basin scales ranging from 10 to 40 km2. One reading of1071

the hydrometeorological and hydrologic analyses of the Heppner, Meyers Canyon, Lane1072

Canyon and July 2012 events is that spatial heterogeneity of upper tail flood properties1073

is extremely large and that each watershed will have unique flood properties. This point1074

of view is largely driven by hydrometeorological properties of storms that control extreme1075

floods, including the environmental conditions that create the distinctive patterns of pre-1076

cipitable water, CAPE and steering winds for the episodic thunderstorm outbreaks in1077

the region. Extreme floods in the Blue Mountains reflect an interplay between storm mo-1078

tion and drainage network structure, providing strong linkage between hydrometeoro-1079

logical and hydrologic controls of upper tail flood properties.1080

Regionalization is one of the core elements of many techniques used for rainfall and1081

flood frequency analysis, including procedures used for assessing Probable Maximum Pre-1082

cipitation (PMP) and Probable Maximum Flood. A conclusion that extreme floods in1083

watersheds of the Blue Mountains exhibit large spatial heterogeneity does not alter the1084

need for, and utility of, regionalization procedures. But, the Blue Mountain analyses do1085

suggest that major advances in regional assessments of upper tail flood properties require1086

advances in understanding and modeling hydrometeorological processes that control ex-1087

treme rainfall from thunderstorms. The early ideas underlying hydrometeorological pro-1088

cedures for PMP analysis were driven by the goal of developing modeling capabilities that1089
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would be coupled with appropriate observations to provide local assessments of maxi-1090

mum precipitation ([Myers, 1967]). A solid foundation for regionalization will require1091

advances in hydrometeorology along the lines envisioned many decades ago.1092

The themes that emerge from examination of regional variation of extreme floods1093

in the Blue Mountains region of Oregon are likely prominent features of many (if not most)1094

settings in the US. Landfalling tropical cyclones in Texas produce extreme floods which1095

are strongly dependent on amplification of rainfall at the land - water boundary (as was1096

the case for Hurricane Harvey in August of 2017) and at inland locations where com-1097

plex terrain has contributed to record rainfall accumulations for the US. Similar features1098

characterize tropical cyclone flood hazards in coastal and inland regions along the re-1099

mainder of the Gulf Coast and the east coast of the US. The mountainous regions with1100

large upper tail ratio flood peaks (Section 3.b) are also notable settings in which spa-1101

tial variation of upper tail flood properties has received considerable attention; these in-1102

clude the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, the Black Hills, the North American Mon-1103

soon region of the Southwestern US, central Appalachians and the San Gabriel Moun-1104

tains of California. Geomorphic and paleohydrologic studies have provided insights to1105

“hotspots” of extreme flood occurrences and are key tools for advancing our understand-1106

ing of the geography of upper tail flood properties.1107

One of the biggest challenges in developing a deeper understanding of strange floods1108

centers on the physical processes controlling rainfall rates in thunderstorms. We do not1109

know how large the rainfall rates were from the Heppner, Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon1110

storms. The rain rates inferred from flood peak values and hydrologic modeling for the1111

Meyers Canyon and Lane Canyon storms, which are roughly in the range from 250 - 4001112

mm h−1 certainly seem too large, but it is difficult to constrain rainfall rates from thun-1113

derstorms based on rain gage or even conventional radar reflectivity measurements for1114

any setting, especially sparsely monitored locations like those in eastern Oregon. There1115

have been larger rainfall rates documented for thunderstorms in the US. The 18-19 July1116

1942 Smethport, Pennsylvania storm not only produced the world record rainfall rate1117

measurement of 164 mm h−1 for 4.75 hours (780 mm accumulation), but also rain rates1118

at 5-10 minute time scale of 1000 mm h−1 ([Eisenlohr , 1952]). How does that happen?1119

Polarimetric radar measurements (Figures 15) hold significant potential for examining1120

physical processes that control rainfall rate in thunderstorms ([Kumjian, 2013]), because1121

they can circumvent problems associated with hail and provide observational constraints1122

on the interplay between storm dynamics and microphysics. Considerable progress has1123

been made in understanding the dynamics of hailstorms, especially tornadic supercell1124

storms, but relatively little attention has been focused on understanding the physical pro-1125

cesses that control extreme rainfall rates, despite the fact that flash flooding is a com-1126

parable hazard to tornadoes in terms of loss of life. The quasi-idealized simulations of1127

rainfall from supercell thunderstorms in Nielsen and Schumacher [2018] provide an im-1128

portant avenue for advancing the predictive understanding of extreme rainfall rates.1129

Our analyses of USGS flood records suggest that the nature of flood peak distri-1130

butions in the conterminous US is unbounded and thick-tailed; we certainly find little1131

support for Horton’s argument that rainfall and flood peaks are bounded. There is a sub-1132

stantial population of gaged watersheds for which the upper tail ratio is greater than 101133

(Figure 2) and the Heppner flood provides evidence of upper tail ratios greater than 100.1134

Comparisons between distributional properties of upper tail ratio values in the US with1135

other settings around the world will provide additional insights to the nature of the up-1136

per tail of flood peaks.1137
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Table 1. US flood events with Upper Tail Ratio greater than 20.1196

Name Date / Upper Tail Area Si
USGS ID Ratio km2

1. Teton Dam 5 June 1976
Teton River 13055000 319 2295 NA
2. Heppner 14 June 1903
Balm Fork 14034480 200 68 1.288
Willow Creek 14034500 80 252 1.560
3. Republican 31 May 1935
Republican R. 06837000 71 31752 3.002
Republican R. 06843500 35 37413 3.369
Republican R. 06828500 32 21007 2.962
Red Willow Ck. 06837500 25 1808 2.202
4. Washita 3 April 1934
Washita R. 07324200 57 3539 0.772
5. Front Range 16-17 June 1965
Plum C. 06709500 55 783 1.769
Jimmy Camp Ck. 07105900 34 170 2.193
Cimmaron R. 07207000 27 708 1.976
Rayado Ck. 07208500 21 159 1.470
6. Rapid City 9 June 1972
Rapid Ck.. 06412500 49 973 4.095
Rapid Ck. 06414000 34 1075 3.673
Boxelder Ck. 06422500 32 244 3.737
Spring Ck. 06408500 26 531 3.949
Battle Ck. 06404000 21 152 4.961
7. Prairie Dog 28 May 1953
Prairie Dog Ck. 06847900 36 1536 1.998
8. Sybille Ck. 20 Aug 1990
Sybille Ck. 06664400 35 505 1.433
9. San Felipe CA 21 Feb 1980
San Felipe Ck. 10255700 27 255 1.131
10. Ashland, OR 15 Jan 1974
EF Ashland Ck. 14353500 25 20.9 0.860
WF Ashland Ck. 14353000 21 25.5 0.856
11. San Antonio CA 2 March 1938
San Antonio Ck. 11073000 24 43 1.653
12. Sand Creek CO 19 July 1977
Sand Ck. 06659580 22 79.1 0.919
13. Costilla NM 22 July 1954
Costilla Ck. 08252500 22 65.6 2.082
14. Medio TX 22 Sept 1967
Medio Ck. 08189300 21 527 1.155
15. Teton River 8 June 1964
Teton River 06102500 21 287 11.20
16. San Emigdio CA 6 Aug 1961
San Emigdio Ck. 11195500 20 127 0.659
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A: Appendix1197

The GEV family of distributions satisfies the max-stable property ([Leadbetter et al.,1198

1982]) implying that the maximum flood X(n) has a GEV distribution that is related to1199

the distribution of the annual peaks Xi, through a transformation of the scale an and1200

location bn:1201

X(n) ∼ an Xi + bn (A.1)

For ξ 6= 0, an = nξ and bn = (µ − σ
ξ ) (1 − nξ) and for the Gumbel case the1202

sequences simplify to an = 1 and bn = µ + σ ln(n).1203

For Xi ∼ GEV (µ, σ, ξ),1204

a Xi + b ∼ GEV (a µ + b, a σ, ξ) (A.2)

The distribution of the record flood is thus:1205

X(n) ∼ GEV (µ − σ

ξ
(1 − nξ), nξ σ, ξ) (A.3)

We assume that the sample quantile function provides a good approximation to the quan-1206

tile function and evaluate the ratio of the record flood X(n) and the 10-year flood Q(.9).1207

The 10-year flood under the GEV assumption is:1208

Q(.9) = µ − σ

ξ
(1 − [−ln(0.9)]−ξ) (A.4)

As noted in Section 2, estimated location and scale parameters for annual peak flood records1209

are linearly related (and they have an intercept that is approximately 0), so we can as-1210

sume1211

µ = c σ (A.5)

Combining these results we conclude that in a GEV world the upper tail ratio de-1212

pends only on the shape parameter and sample size. In particular1213

Z ∼ GEV (
c − g(ξ)

c − h(ξ)
,

nξ

c− h(ξ)
, ξ) (A.6)

where1214

h(ξ) =
(1 − [−ln(0.9)]−ξ)

ξ
(A.7)

and1215

g(ξ) =
(1 − n−ξ)

ξ
(A.8)
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Figure 1. Annual maximum flood peaks for Balm Fork (top) and Willow Creek (bottom).

Balm Fork has a drainage area of 68 km2 and Willow Creek has a drainage area of 251 km2 (see

also Table 1).
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Figure 2. Locations of USGS gaging stations with upper tail ratios exceeding 5 and less than

10 (blue), between 10 and 20 (green) and greater than 20 (red).
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Figure 3. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of sample size in years. For each

decile, the minimum and maximum values of sample size are shown.
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Figure 4. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of estimated GEV shape parame-

ter. For each decile, the minimum and maximum values of sample size are shown.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of basin area in km2 (top). For

each decile, the minimum and maximum values of basin area are shown. In the bottom panel of

the figure, the sample of stations is conditioned on sample size exceeding 46 years, which is the

median sample size (see Figure 3). Consequently, deciles of basin area in the bottom plot are for

the smaller set of stations with sample size greater than 46 years.
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Figure 6. Sample probability density functions (based on R Kernel Density Estimator) of

occurrence times of record floods (blue line), records floods with upper tail ratio greater than 5

(red line) and of all flood peaks from the 8911 stream gaging stations (black line; denoted AMAX

floods). Time 0 corresponds to January 1 and time 1 to December 31.
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Figure 7. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of mean annual precipitation for

the drainage basin (mm). For each decile, the minimum and maximum values of precipitation are

shown.
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Figure 8. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of mean basin elevation (meters

above msl). For each decile, the minimum and maximum values of elevation are shown.
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Figure 9. Boxplots of upper tail ratio organized by deciles of per cent forest cover. For each

decile, the minimum and maximum values of per cent forest cover are shown.
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Figure 10. Boxplots of simulated upper tail ratio from GEV distributions with shape param-

eter 0.25 (top; unbounded, thick-tailed), 0 (middle; Gumbel) and -0.25 (bottom; bounded). The

location parameter is 0 and shape parameter 1 for all simulations. Boxplots are organized by

deciles of sample size.
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Figure 11. Boxplots of simulated upper tail ratio from GEV distributions with shape parame-

ters ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 with sample size of 60 years.
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Figure 12. Mean annual cloud-to-ground lightning flash density (CG strikes km−2) for the

Blue Mountains region of eastern Oregon. Locations of the Heppner, Lane Canyon and Meyers

Canyon floods are denoted by “A”, “B” and “C”, respectively.
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Figure 13. Basin boundaries of Balm Fork and Willow Creek, with topography.1172
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Figure 14. KINEROS-2 model reconstruction of 14 June 1903 flood in Balm Fork. Results

for rainfall rates of 100, 125 and 150 mm h−1 for downstream storm motion (solid lines) and

upstream storm motion (dashed lines).
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Figure 15. Reflectivity fields (dBZ; left) and specific differential phase shift fields (degrees

km−1; right) at 2 km above ground level for the 17 July 2012 storm at 2334 UTC, 2343 UTC

and 2352 UTC (prepared using the Python ARM Radar Toolkit; see [Helmus and Collis, 2016]).
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Figure 16. Time series of maximum reflectivity (top; dBZ), storm size (middle; km2) and

storm speed (bottom; km h−1) for the 17 July 2012 storm (see Figure 15).
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Figure 17. WRF storm total rain (mm) for the 14 June 1903 Heppner storm.1181
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Figure 18. WRF precipitable water (mm) at 2000 UTC on 14 June 1903.1182
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Figure 19. Monthly box plots of precipitable water (mm) for Heppner, Oregon based on GPS

precipitable water measurements. Whiskers represent 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles of precipitable water.

Outliers are denoted by red plus signs.
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Figure 20. Lagranto back-trajectories for 5km (elevation) and 2 km (specific humidity) end-

ing at 1800 UTC on 14 June 1903 at 2 km elevation (top) and 5 km elevation (bottom). Color

coding for the 2km analyses (top) is specific humidity of the parcel (kg kg−1); color coding for

the 5 km analyses (bottom) is elevation (m).
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Figure 21. WRF storm total rain (mm) for the 13 July 1956 Meyers Canyon storm (top) and

26 July 1965 Lane Canyon storm (bottom).
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Figure 22. WRF pre-storm precipitable water (mm) for Meyers Canyon storm (13 July 1956

at 1800 UTC; top) and Lane Canyon storm (26 July 1965 at 1800 UTC; bottom).
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Figure 23. Pre-storm CAPE fields (J kg−1) for the 1956 Meyers Canyon storm (top) and

1965 Lane Canyon storm (bottom).
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